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Abstract
Recent RNA-sequencing technology and associated bioinformatics have led to identification of
tens of thousands of putative human chimeric RNAs, i.e. RNAs containing sequences from two
different genes, most of which are derived from neighboring genes on the same chromosome. In
this essay, we redefine “two neighboring genes” as those producing individual transcripts, and
point out two known mechanisms for chimeric RNA formation, i.e. transcription from a fusion
gene or trans-splicing of two RNAs. By our definition, most putative RNA chimeras derived from
canonically-defined neighboring genes may either be technical artifacts or be cis-splicing products
of 5’- or 3’-extended RNA of either partner that is redefined herein as an unannotated gene,
whereas trans-splicing events are rare in human cells. Therefore, most authentic chimeric RNAs
result from fusion genes, about 1,000 of which have been identified hitherto. We propose a hypothesis of “consecutive reverse transcriptions (RTs)”, i.e. another RT reaction following the
previous one, for how most spurious chimeric RNAs, especially those containing a short homologous sequence, may be generated during RT, especially in RNA-sequencing wherein RNAs
are fragmented. We also point out that RNA samples contain numerous RNA and DNA shreds
that can serve as endogenous random primers for RT and ensuing polymerase chain reactions
(PCR), creating artifacts in RT-PCR.
Key words: artifacts, chimeric RNAs, endogenous random primers

Introduction
The swift spread of RNA technologies in recent
years, mainly RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) [1-4] and
associated bioinformatics [3,5], has led to identification of a huge number of “chimeric RNAs”, or RNA
chimeras, which are those RNA molecules containing
sequences from two different genes. For instance, a

report from the ENCODE project in 2007 estimates
that transcripts from 65%, i.e. about two-thirds, of the
genes in the human genome, mainly those adjacent
genes in the same chromosomal region, may be involved in formation of chimeric RNAs [6,7]. An analysis of expression sequence tags (ESTs) identifies over
http://www.jcancer.org
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30,000 putative human chimeric ESTs [8]. Another
recently established database collects over 16,000
human RNA chimeras, along with chimeras of other
species [9]. All these figures are astonishing, considering that the human genome encodes only slightly
over 20,000 genes [10-14] and that chimeric RNAs
have been thought for a long time to be rare in
mammalian cells, although they are common in the
unicellular and evolutionarily-lower multicellular
organisms [15]. We suspect that the vast majority of
the putative chimeras in human cells reported so far
either are technical artifacts or should not be classified
as chimeras. In this essay, we present our musings on
these issues.

Chimeric RNAs derived from fusion genes
Chromosomal translocations are commonly seen
in cancers and genetic diseases and often result in
fusion genes [4]. These alterations have been a center
of cancer genetics for over a century and are known to
be hallmarks of cancer cells. However, in spite of
numerous studies conducted, the underlying mechanisms are still largely unknown [16], although some
mechanisms have been proposed, such as the “proximity mechanism” in which two genes that are far
apart on the same chromosome may be near one another in the nucleus for recombination, as exemplified
by RET-PTC fusion [17]. There have been about 800
different chromosomal rearrangements, including
translocations [18-20], in association with about 1,000
fusion genes [20], documented in the literature. On
the other hand, one reported microarray chip collects
548 chimeric RNAs that have been preliminarily verified [21,22], but not all of them are associated with a
known fusion gene as the genomic basis. The best
example of such fusion genes is the product of Philadelphia chromosome that results from a reciprocal
translocation involving the long arms of chromosomes 9 and 22, t(9;22) (q34;q11) [23]. This translocation puts the c-ABL gene on chromosome 9 downstream of the breakpoint cluster region (BCR) on
chromosome 22 [24]. There are three common BCRs,
i.e. a major (M-bcr), a minor (m-bcr), and a micro (micro-bcr), thus forming at least three different BCR-ABL
genes. One RNA transcript from a BCR-ABL fusion
gene may be spliced alternatively to form different
mature mRNAs. All these different versions of fusion
and alternative splicing together produce many
BCR-ABL mRNA variants and ensuing protein
isoforms across the patients, with six most prevalent
ones being b2a2, b3a2, b2a3, b3a3, e19a2, and e1a2
[25].
Cancer cells often have genomic DNA amplifications as well. If an amplified copy is translocated, it
can also result in a fusion gene. Genomic DNA dele-
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tion is another common mechanism for fusion gene
formation. One of the best examples is the deletion of
800 kilo-bases from chromosomal 4q12 that results in
the fusion of FIP1L1 to PDGFRα. The FIP1L1-PDGFRα
fusion gene encodes a new protein tyrosine kinase
that plays an important role in the development of
eosinophilia-associated myeloproliferative neoplasms
but in the meantime is also a good target for treatment
of this malignancy with tyrosine kinase inhibitor
imatinib [26,27].
Fusion genes may occur occasionally in normal
individuals as well, in part because evolution is a
continuous process and evolutionarily occurring
translocations can result in fusion genes. For instance,
the tyrosine kinase fusion gene (TFG) can fuse with
the G-protein-coupled receptor 128 (GPR128) [28]. The
resulting TFG-GPR128 fusion gene, which produces a
protein tyrosine kinase, occurs in 0.02% of healthy
Europeans but has so far not yet been detected in
Asians [28]. Another mechanism for fusion gene formation in healthy individuals has also developed
evolutionally but does not involve genomic translocation, as exemplified by those POTE-actin fusion
genes in the POTE family that emerged evolutionarily
very recently and only in primates [29,30]. Another
example is the PIPSL gene on chromosome 10 that is
actually an intron-less copy of the intergenic splicing
between the neighboring PIP5K1A and PSMD4 (also
known as S5a) on chromosome 1 [31,32]. However,
because this type of fusion does not involve genetic
rearrangement, it can also be regarded as evolutionarily new genes, but not fusion ones.

Clearance of confusions on chimeric RNAs
formed between two adjacent genes
Although chimeric RNAs are defined as those
RNAs containing sequences from two different genes,
“two different genes” has actually not been
well-defined when they locate in an adjacent manner
in the same chromosomal locus in eukaryotic cells.
Canonically, genes A and B that are neighbors and are
encoded by the same strand of the DNA double helix
in the same chromosomal region have their RNA
transcripts individually cis-spliced to different mature
mRNAs (scenario 1 in figure 1), which is the situation
most familiar to biologists although in most cases
‘cis-splicing” is simplified as “splicing” [33]. Circular
RNAs, which may also be abundant in human cells
[34]. are also regarded as cis-spliced product. However, when there is only one RNA transcript running
from gene A to gene B (scenario 2 in figure 1), it may
be regarded in three different ways: 1) it is an RNA
variant of gene A whose transcription fails to terminate at the canonical site but, instead, reads through to
gene B, resulting in a 3’ extension, 2) it is an RNA
http://www.jcancer.org
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variant of gene B whose transcription is initiated from
an upstream site that belongs to gene A, resulting in a
5’ extension, and 3) it is actually a transcript from an
unannotated gene (gene C) that covers genes A and B
and may or may not share the same exon-intron organization with gene A or gene B. We favor the third
definition. In our opinion, if an RNA is formed by
splicing these two genes’ transcripts together (scenario 3 in figure 1), it is an authentic chimera; otherwise it is just an RNA of an unannotated gene (gene
C).

Chimeric RNA formed at the RNA level
without a DNA basis
Chimeric RNAs do not need to have a DNA basis, as they can be formed at the RNA level. One of the
hypothetical mechanisms is the so-called “transcriptional slippage” [8], which theorizes that transcription
machinery can slip from one gene to another during
transcription elongation, even when this other gene is
on another chromosome, resulting in a chimeric transcript. The slippage is supposed to occur at a region
where the two genes are homologous in the DNA
sequence, which is usually short and thus referred to
as “short homologous sequence (SHS)” [8]. Indeed,
we found an SHS in about 67% of the putative human
chimeric ESTs in the NCBI database and Li et al found
it in about half of the chimeric ESTs deposited in different databases [8,35]. However, while there may be
some experimental data showing the possible existence of intramolecular slippage, i.e. slipping to a
downstream gene on the same chromosome during
transcription elongation [36], so far there has not been
any experimental evidence for the existence of intermolecular slippage, i.e. slipping from one chromosome to another, during transcription. Therefore, why
so many putative chimeras contain a SHS remains
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unknown, although there are discussions and hypotheses about it [8,36,37].
While the well-studied cis-splicing removes introns from a pre-mRNA molecule so that exons join
together to form a mature mRNA, splicing can also
occur to join two pre-mRNA molecules together,
which is coined “trans-splicing” [38]. Trans-splicing
events are common in unicellular organisms and
some evolutionarily-lower multicellular organisms
wherein it occurs between a leader sequence and a
target RNA [15]. In addition, some chloroplasts and
mitochondria of lower eukaryotes and plants manifest
another type of trans-splicing to remove so-called
discontinuous group II introns [33,39]. However, for
decades, trans-splicing has been considered rare, and
thus has not been well defined, in mammalian cells.
With regard to the chimeric RNA formation, we propose that cis-splicing is a biochemical reaction that
utilizes only one RNA molecule as the substrate and
produces one RNA molecule as the product, whereas
trans-splicing is a biochemical reaction that utilizes
two RNA molecules as the substrates but produces
only one RNA molecule as the product (Scenario 3 in
figure 1). The two substrate or precursor RNA molecules can be two copies of the same one; in this case
trans-splicing results in an RNA containing duplicated exons seen in some human genes’ mature
mRNAs [40,41], such as the 77-kD estrogen receptor
alpha (ERα)[42,43] and the ERα variant with exon 1A
repeat [44]. The two RNAs can also be transcribed
from the two opposite strands of the DNA double
helix of the same gene, resulting in an RNA that may
be considered a chimera because the antisense transcript, coding for a protein or not, is actually from
another gene (encoded by the opposite DNA strand),
although its two partners are partially identical, but
oppositely oriented, to each other, as exemplified by a
human KLK4 mRNA variant[45] and some chimeric

Figure 1: Our definitions of “two neighboring genes” and trans-splicing. (1): Two canonically annotated genes (genes A and B) in the same genomic region are
transcribed to two individual RNA molecules, followed by independent splicing to two individual mature RNAs. This is a canonical cis-splicing. (2): If this chromosomal region produces only one single RNA transcript, regardless of whether it has the same exon-intron organization as gene A or B, we prefer to consider
it as an unannotated gene (gene C). Its splicing is also a canonical cis-splicing and the resultant mature mRNA should not be classified as a chimera. (3): If the two
RNA transcripts from genes A and B, respectively, are spliced to one single RNA molecule, it is defined as trans-splicing and the resulting RNA is a chimera. (Boxes
indicate exons while lines connecting boxes indicate introns. Dark arrows indicate the 5’-to-3’ orientation of transcription).

http://www.jcancer.org
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RNA variants of mdg4 in drosophila [46,47]. However, in most cases of trans-splicing, the two substrate
RNAs are transcribed from different genes located on
the same chromosome or different chromosomes, resulting in a canonically defined chimeric RNA [6,48].
It is worth mentioning that in some strains of Giardia,
a minimalistic protozoan which is a common cause of
diarrhea worldwide, each of the two RNA substrates
may contain a poly A tail, indicating that the
trans-splicing occurs after polyadenylation of the
RNA substrates [49-51], although whether it also occurs in mammalian cells remains unknown. All these
complex trans-splicing products raise a serious question as to whether ‘gene” needs to be redefined
[52-54]. For example, the mouse Msh4 gene produces
several chimeric mRNAs formed between a transcript
from chromosome 3 and a transcript from chromosome 16, 2 or 10, respectively [55]. Some of its chimeric variants are bicistronic while one of the variants
contains antisense sequence [55]. How to define this
Msh4 gene that involves four different chromosomes
and produces bicistronic, chimeric, and antisense-containing mRNAs is a challenge to today’s
biology.
Most putative chimeras identified by the
ENCODE and other researchers are derived from two
adjacent genes in the same chromosomal locus
[5,56,57]. If the RNAs are cis-splicing products of single RNA transcript, illustrated as scenario 2 in figure
1, they should not be classified as chimeras by our
definition, although they are genuine RNAs truly expressed in cells. Only those that are trans-splicing
products of two different RNA molecules, as the scenario 3 in figure 1, are authentic chimeras. Unfortunately, none of the RNA-seq reports provides information of whether the chimeras are derived from one
or two precursor RNA molecules; thus it is unclear
how many of them are genuine by our definition.
However, such a huge number of reported putative
chimeric RNAs, which much outnumbers the about
1,000 known fusion genes [20], suggest that most of
them are formed without a DNA basis. Therefore, the
vast majority of the putative chimeras either are
trans-splicing products or are unauthentic. Those
unauthentic ones may in turn be either cis-splicing
products or technical artifacts. Since many researchers
consider
the
chimeras
they
identified
as
“read-though” products of transcription [58-63], we
assume that a significant portion of them are
cis-splicing products and thus should not be classified
as chimeric RNAs, but, unlike technical artifacts to be
described later, they are RNA transcripts truly-expressed in cells.
It needs to be mentioned that the vast majority of
reported chimeras have not been verified with a vig-
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orous method, have not been cloned for their
full-length sequences, and have not been known for
their open reading frames [64], and thus still remain
putative and basically meaningless to us so far. This
drawback is due mainly to the lack of reliable and
efficient approaches of cloning and verification, since
current RNA-seq technologies are reliant on RT and
PCR [65], provide only short sequences, and have
poor strand-specificity [66], and thus are only suitable
for screening, but not for verification, of long RNA.

From fusion RNA to fusion gene: the cart
before the horse in carcinogenesis?
While gene fusion derived from various forms of
chromosomal rearrangement rarely occurs in normal
cells, there are inklings, as summarized by Kowarz et
al [19], that link trans-splicing occurring in normal
cells to fusion gene formation in cancer cells. For instance, the fusion genes formed between immunoglobulin heavy chain gene (IGH) and the BCL2 or
c-MYC gene are known to be common in cancers
[67,68]. Surprisingly, the IGH-BCL2 fusion has also
been observed in normal spleen [69] or normal individuals at surprisingly high frequencies, varying between 16-55% among different populations, as reviewed by Brassesco [67]. IGH-MYC chimeric RNA
has been detected in mouse B lymphocytes[70] and in
Peyer’s patch follicles as well [71]. Other fusion genes
such as the aforementioned BCR-ABL fusion derived
from the Philadelphia chromosome have also been
detected in lymphocytes from normal individuals
[72], and the TEL-AML1 (also known as
ETV6-RUNX1) or AML1-ETO fusions can occur during normal fetal development.[73-77] Moreover,
Ig-BCL6 translocations have been found in human
germinal center B lymphocytes in human lymphoid
tissues as well [78]. On the other hand, some chimeric
RNAs in prostate cancer do not have corresponding
genetic rearrangements detected [79], such as the
SLC45A3-ELK4 RNA that is present in normal prostate and does not primarily arise from a chromosomal
rearrangement in prostate cancer [80]. A PML-RARα
chimeric transcript has also been detected in promyelocytic leukemia without the corresponding fusion gene detected in the genomic DNA [81-83]. The
abovementioned RET-PTC fusion gene is a marker for
thyroid cancer but can often be detected in inflammatory and benign thyroid diseases as well [84,85].
During the developmental stage, stromal cells in
normal uterine endometrium show a trans-splicing
event between the JAZF1 pre-mRNA from chromosomal 7p15 and the JJAZ1 pre-mRNA from 17q11
[86-88]. The resulting JAZF1-JJAZ1 chimeric mRNA
encodes a fusion protein with anti-apoptotic function.
Neoplastic stromal cells of the endometrium also
http://www.jcancer.org
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highly express this chimeric mRNA and protein but,
besides the trans-splicing mechanism, the chimeric
RNA can also be transcribed from a fusion gene derived from a chromosomal translocation [86]. Collectively, these data seem to suggest an intriguing possibility that a trans-splicing event may be a precursor
of chromosomal rearrangement occurring more often
during carcinogenesis [6,19,86], including its early
stages before the malignant transformation, and some
of the resulting chimeric RNAs may eventually lead to
formation of fusion genes in chromosomes [19]. This
actually means that “a gene is derived from an RNA”,
at least during carcinogenesis, which opposes the
“gene gives rise to RNA” dogma and thus seems to be
“the cart before the horse”, as pointed out by Rowley
[86].
For decades, fusion genes have been thought to
occur mainly in lymphomas, leukemias and myelomas but rarely in solid tumors [89]. However, recent
advances in cancer genomics and ribonomics suggest
that prostate and lung cancers, and probably breast
cancer as well [58,90-94], also express many chimeric
RNAs, although some of them do not seem to be associated with a corresponding fusion gene [19,80,95].
Albeit there lacks a survey of the frequencies of fusion
RNAs in different malignancies, at least prostate
cancer is among those that are reported at the highest
frequency to have fusion genes or fusion RNAs
among all types of malignancy, including epithelial
cancers, lymphomas, leukemias and various sarcomas, as extensively reviewed by many investigators
[16,96-99].
Although the above “the cart before the horse”
hypothesis sounds intriguing, convincing supportive
evidence is still lacking and many concerns still need
to be addressed. For example, most supporting data
just suggest a correlative, but not a causative, relation
between the fusion gene and the fusion RNA, especially in the cases wherein the fusion occurs at the
breakpoint cluster regions. Convincing evidence is
also needed to prove that the cells that have the fusion
genes or the chimeric RNAs are really normal.
Moreover, a technical detail deserves mentioning that
in recent years fusion genes are not usually studied
using traditional hybridization-based techniques such
as FISH (fluorescent in-situ hybridization) and
southern blots but, instead, are mainly studied using
RT-PCR and RNA-seq technologies that detect fusion
RNAs, but not fusion genes per se. RT and PCR may
create many artifacts, as to be discussed later, making
it possible that some so detected are artifacts
[75,94,100,101]. Also, in many cases it is actually unclear whether the detected chimeric RNAs, even if
they are authentic, are associated with a corresponding fusion gene or are just formed at the RNA level.
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PCR amplification of genomic DNA has great technical difficulties and limitations, and thus may easily
fail, in detecting fusion genes on the chromosomal
DNA. Since absence of evidence is not evidence of
absence, in some cases fusion genes may actually exist
although they are not detected.

“Consecutive RTs” scenario for spurious
RNA chimeras
Although tens of thousands of putative chimeric
RNAs have been reported, only very few of them can
be verified, especially those that are formed at the
RNA level sans a fusion gene as a genomic basis
[65,102,103]. A large and comprehensive study analyzed 7424 human chimeric RNAs selected from basically all major databases but could only confirm 175
(2.36%) of them [64], many of which have a DNA basis. Another study aiming to identify interchromosomal trans-splicing products with a new methodology identified only 16 human chimeras [56]. Similarly,
we also tried to verify those chimeras reported in the
literature or deposited in the EST database of the
NCBI using nested PCR of RT products from many
cancer cell lines of the breast, prostate, pancreas and
other organ origins, but failed to confirm the vast
majority of them. For instance, we were not able to
verify the true existence of several ERα-containing
RNA chimeras [104,105], the CCND1-Trop2 RNA
chimera [106], and the fatty-acid synthase (FAS)-ERα
chimera [107], in any of the cell lines we studied.
Those that we could verify are all associated with
known fusion genes as the genomic basis, such as the
BCAS4-BCAS3 chimeric mRNAs [108].
Virtually all ESTs were obtained via RT-PCR.
Similarly, most data derived from RNA-seq also involve RT and PCR, because direct RNA-seq technology has a low efficiency and cannot sequence deeply
[109-111]. In a routine sample-preparation procedure
for RNA-seq, RNAs need to be fragmented, usually
by metal ion hydrolysis, to a length of several-hundred nucleotides, followed by conversion to the
first strand of cDNA in RT using random hexamers
that contain an adaptor sequence at the 5’-end
[112-114]. In some cases, RT is performed using
so-called gene-specific primer with or without a
5’-adaptor sequence, which is used for sequencing
one or some specific genes’ transcripts or for determining strand-specificity, because both Watson and
Crick strands of the DNA double helix may be expressed to sense and antisense transcripts, respectively. Sometimes RT is performed first with poly-dT
primers and the cDNA is fragmented. The second
cDNA strand is then synthesized and PCR ensues to
amplify the cDNA library [112], which may or may
not be followed by ligation to a vector or specific sehttp://www.jcancer.org
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quencing primers (depending on whether the prior
primers contain an adaptor or not). During these RT
and PCR procedures, artificial chimeric cDNAs may
be formed [66,115-122], in part because template
switching may occur to skip the region in a secondary
structure during RT [102,115,116,123,124] and
mis-priming can occur in PCR, as having been well
discussed in the literature [116,117,125-128].

Figure 2: The hypothetic scenario of “consecutive RTs” for formation of
spurious chimeric RNAs. In a typical procedure for RNA-seq sample preparation, RNAs are fragmented to many smaller fragments. RT reaction, usually
primed by 5’-tagged random primers, engenders the 1st cDNA strand. After the
RNA template has degraded or has been digested by the RNase-H activity of the
reverse transcriptase, the cDNA may anneal to another RNA fragment at the 3’
end by five or more nucleotides, say ATCGG/TAGCC (scenario 1) that is
referred to as “short homologous sequence” (SHS). This annealing initiates a
second RT reaction, producing a chimeric cDNA in which the two partners are
joined at the SHS. In many cases, reverse transcriptase may append, at the
cDNA end in a non-template manner, one or several nucleotides, referred to as
“NNN” (scenario 2). In this situation, the resulting chimera has the two partners joining with a shorter SHS or even without a SHS when five or more bases
are appended that alone constitute the primer. DNA residuals in the RNA
samples may also be molten to single-stranded oligos, which then anneal to the
cDNAs via a SHS, resulting in DNA-cDNA hybrids in the second RT reaction.
Annealing to the second RNA or DNA can occur at any place of the molecule
before the poly-A or poly-dT tail (scenario3).

The continuous frustrations from endless failure
in verifying those reported chimeras that are formed
at the RNA level without a fusion as a genomic basis
lead us to a new hypothetical scenario for possible
formation of artificial chimeras during RT, which to
our knowledge has not been described before: After
an RT primed by the intended (usually 5’-tagged)
primer is finished and the RNA template has degraded or has been digested by the RNA-H activity of
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the reverse transcriptase, the 3’-end of the resulting
cDNA may anneal to a new RNA fragment via a SHS,
as illustrated in figure 2. The SHS of this new RNA
will serve as the primer to initiate a second RT reaction that elongates the cDNA, thus creating a chimera.
This is possible since a retrovirus uses cellular tRNA
to prime mRNA for reverse transcriptases to synthesize the first DNA strand [129,130] and reverse transcriptases are known to be able to utilize endogenous
small RNAs to efficiently prime cDNA synthesis in
vitro [131-133]. Since pentamers are often used in
PCR, we assume that the random annealing only requires a SHS as short as five nucleotides, resulting in a
chimeric cDNA in which the two partners share this
SHS. This scenario of “consecutive RTs”, i.e. another
RT reaction following the previous one, enlightens us
in that many SHS-containing chimeric RNAs obtained
by RT-based approaches may simply be technical artifacts [108]. In this scenario the artificial chimera occurs during a second RT reaction primed by a new
primer, which differs completely from the
well-described ‘template switching” mechanism for
artifact formation that occurs within a single RT reaction and involves only a single primer [115,116,125].
Unfortunately, until now we still have not yet figured
out a strategy to prove that the second RT indeed occurs and to prevent its occurrence (thus preventing
formation of spurious chimera), since both the first
and the second RTs are all finished in probably just
seconds in the same tube. Moreover, although we
propose “consecutive RTs” as a potential reason for
technical spuriousness, theoretically it may still truly
occur in retrovirus-infected human cells, because
these cells may express the viral reverse transcriptase.
This scenario, in which authentic chimeras may occur
in vivo, also needs to be tested.
RT is usually conducted using reverse transcriptase from MMLV (Moloney murine leukemia
virus) that often appends one or several nucleotides,
usually CCC or GGG but also other base or bases
[134,135], at the cDNA end in a non-template manner.
Actually, some other DNA polymerases also have
similar properties. For example, sometimes Taq and
Tth DNA polymerases can append, in a non-template
manner as well, poly-dA or poly-dT [136-140], although more often only a single dA nucleotide is
added [141], to the DNA end. These properties have
been utilized as a strategy to synthesize the second
strand of cDNA [142,143], to detect RNA or specific
DNA strand, [139] or to clone cDNAs [141]. Although
these appended nucleotides do not belong to the
original RNA template, they may constitute a primer
or part of the primer to anneal to a second RNA
fragment and initiate the second RT reaction, creating
a chimera in which the SHS is shorter or is absent
http://www.jcancer.org
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(when five or more nucleotides are appended that
alone constitute the primer). It deserves mentioning
that the cDNA can actually anneal to a SHS at any
position of a second RNA before the poly-A tail.
RNA samples usually contain DNA residuals,
especially mitochondrial DNAs that are small and in a
circular structure, because one cell has hundreds or
even thousands of mitochondria. DNase treatment of
the RNA sample can decrease the amount of, but
usually cannot completely remove, DNA residuals
[35,144]. Some of these DNA fragments may be molten to single-stranded oligos and serve as templates.
The cDNA may also anneal to these single-stranded
genomic or mitochondrial DNA oligos, resulting in
DNA-cDNA chimeras in the second RT reaction, because reverse transcriptase from MMLV has
DNA-dependent DNA polymerase activity, i.e. can
use DNA as the template [145-147]. Moreover, RT
using MMLV reverse transcriptase is error-prone due
to the lack of proofreading mechanism [148,149]. If
mutations occur at the cDNA end, the resulting chimera may have mismatches in the SHS, and there are
many chimeric ESTs that contain such mismatches [8].
It is worth mentioning that the “consecutive
RTs” scenario described above can also occur in routine RT, and many chimeric ESTs may be technical
artifacts so derived. Moreover, if two RNAs may be
artificially fused in this way, so can three or more
RNAs as well. Supporting this inference, we recently
identified some trimeric or tetrameric ESTs, i.e.
cDNAs containing sequences from three or four
genes, including mitochondrial genes [35], some of
which may be such artifacts. However, the number of
RNA fragments in routine RNA samples is smaller,
and the resulting cDNA fragments are fewer; therefore there are fewer anneals to occur, relative to the
RT for RNA-seq sample preparation that involves
RNA fragmentation. Moreover, RNA and DNA have
fragile sites at which breakage occurs much more easily. Thus chimeras can be formed much more often at
these sites, which is reflected by higher reads in
RNA-seq. In other words, spurious chimeras may also
be highly recurrent or repeatable.
Using RNA-seq, many mRNA chimeras have
also been identified in bacteria [94,101,150]. Because it
is a consensus that the bacterial genome is intron-less
and thus its transcripts should not undergo splicing,
these RNA chimeras “must be artifacts”. Conversely,
these RNA chimeras may be explained as a novel
finding suggesting that bacterial RNAs also undergo
sort of previously unknown splicing. This explanation
duality will continue baffling us until new methodology is established to prove either the “spuriousness” or the “bacterial RNA splicing”. If most bacterial chimeras are artifacts, so would be most of those
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identified in human cells by using the same technology.

Possible artifacts caused by endogenous
random primers
It has been reported for a long time but has not
yet been alerted to most RNA researchers that cDNA
can be produced in RT reactions without addition of
primers [151-154]. Recently we found that products of
RT reactions without adding random hexamers or
poly-dT primers could still be good template resources, almost as good as the RT products with random hexamers, for PCR amplification of mRNA of
many genes [108]. The mechanism for generation of
these cDNAs in no-primer RT reaction is still unclear,
although several possibilities have been discussed
[155]. In our cogitation, the most likely possibility is
that the cDNAs are primed by endogenous random
primers (ERPs) in the RNA samples, some of which
prime the abovementioned second RT reaction that
produces an artificial chimera. Indeed, RNA samples
contain a huge number of long and short RNA fragments, such as short noncoding RNAs, excised introns
and other processed mRNAs, as well as degraded
RNAs. These RNA shreds, albeit many of them have
been modified at the 5’-end [156], can efficiently
prime a primary, i.e. the first, RT reaction in the same
principle as the above-described second RT (Fig. 3).
Moreover, RNA samples contain a lot of short DNA
fragments as well, especially those derived from
hundreds or even thousands of copies of mitochondrial DNA as aforementioned, even after the RNA
samples have been treated with DNase, since very
short DNA shreds (as short as five nucleotides to be a
pentamer) are hard to remove. Some of these DNA
shreds, especially those very short ones, may be molten to single-stranded oligos to serve as ERPs. Each
DNA piece makes two oligo primers.
ERPs should not affect the RT products primed
by intended poly-dT primers and 5’-tagged random
primers usually used for RNA-seq. RT products
primed by gene-specific or strand-specific primers
that usually contain a 5’-tag should not be intervened
either. However, these cDNAs of interest are mingled
with a huge number of cDNAs, virtually a whole
cDNA library, primed by ERPs, which will intervene
with the ensuing PCR amplification of the targeted
cDNAs (figure 3). Therefore, there is no such thing
called “strand-specific primer” or “gene-specific primer” if PCR is later involved in cloning or detecting a
transcript from a specific strand of the DNA double
helix, as explained earlier [108]. To our knowledge,
only the direct RNA-seq without the involvement of
PCR amplification can be gene- or strand-specific,
although this newly emerging technique has a poor
http://www.jcancer.org
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efficiency because the template is not amplified
[109-111]. Gene-specific primers have been widely
used in cloning and expression studies for decades,
but ERP-caused artifacts have seldom been addressed.
Since routine RT primed by gene-specific primers is,
likely, neither gene- nor strand-specific, whether
those published data that also involve PCR need to be
reevaluated or reinterpreted becomes an uncomfortable but unavoidable question that requires a serious
consideration, in our humble opinion.

Unvanquished obstacles for cloning the
3’-end of antisense-accompanied transcripts
There is now a consensus that virtually the entire
non-repeat part of the human genome is transcribed
[6,7], to a total of over 161,000 transcripts [157], although the actual number should be much larger if
minor coding and noncoding RNAs are also counted,
since the TTN (Titin) gene alone may be expressed to
over one million mRNA variants [158,159]. The
Unigene database of the NCBI contains over 123,000
human antisense entries [160], and another study estimates that about 63% of RNA transcripts are accompanied by antisense counterparts [161]. These
figures indicate that, for most genomic loci, both the
Watson strand and the Crick strand of the DNA double helix are transcribed [162,163]. Although the intron-exon organization usually differs between the
sense and antisense transcripts, in many occasions the
two oppositely oriented RNAs have their 5’-end or
3’-end overlapped. For instance, the cyclin dependent
kinase-4 (CDK4) and TSPAN31 genes, which are encoded by the opposite DNA strands in the same genomic locus, have their last 571 nucleotides of the
RNAs overlapped (figure 4) [108]. The THRA and
NR1D1 genes also have their transcripts overlapped,
as shown in the NCBI database. If the overlap occurs
at the 3’ end, each RNA will serve as the primer to
convert the opposite RNA strand to cDNA in RT, engendering an artificial chimeric cDNA that may be
mistaken as the full-length cDNA of either gene, as
depicted in figure 3. This still remains, today, an unvanquished obstacle for using RT-PCR to clone the
3’-end of overlapped transcripts that do not have a
poly-A tail for being primed by poly-dT primers and
thus require using random hexamers in the RT. For
instance, it may not be easy to clone the 5’ and 3’ ends
of the ncRNACCND1, a CCND1 related RNA [164], and
to determine whether it is transcribed from the same
strand as the CCND1 or from the opposite DNA
strand.
If an antisense transcript overlaps with the
mRNA in the middle region, but not at the 5’- or
3’-end, either transcript may still serve as an endogenous primer to convert the overlapped part of the
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opposite strand to cDNA. Besides, like the mRNA, the
antisense transcript can also be primed by ERPs described above. As a result, there will be some sections
of double-stranded cDNA sequence, which may intervene with the later cloning or expression studies. If
routine or quantitative RT-PCR is used to determine
the expression level of an RNA that is accompanied
by an overlapped antisense transcript, no matter
whether the overlap occurs at the 5’- or 3’-end or at
the middle region, PCR with primers at the overlapped region starts with two templates and thus will
falsely double the expression level, as explicated before [108]. Therefore, the locations of the primers
matter, and primers at different regions of the RNA
should be used. For instance, the TTN gene consists of
364 exons that together constitute an over 100-kb long
wild type mRNA and may produce over one million
alternatively
cis-spliced
mRNA
variants
[158,159,165,166]. According to the NCBI database,
the opposite DNA strand not only produces two antisense RNAs (NR_038271.1 and NR_038272.1) but
also harbors two unannotated genes (LOC102724244
and LOC101927055), each producing an RNA (figure
4). These four antisense transcripts will likely be
primed by ERPs and by parts of the TTN mRNAs and
converted to cDNAs in RT, making it more difficult to
use PCR to analyze the already too many (over one
million) TTN mRNA variants [158,159]. Since over
63% of RNA transcripts may be accompanied by antisense counterparts [161], we need to be well aware
of this potential pitfall.
The NCBI updates its database virtually on a
daily basis and very often deletes some prior antisense transcripts, likely because antisenses are so often spurious and so difficult to verify. For instance, a
previous version of the NCBI database showed that
the GAPDH gene had several antisense transcripts
that not only overlap with the mRNAs at the 3’-end
but also have some exons identical, but oppositely
oriented, to the corresponding exons in the GAPDH
mRNAs (figure 4). Similarly, the CCND1 mRNA was
also shown to be accompanied by an antisense transcript dubbed as LOC100996515 (figure 4). These
GAPDH and CCND1 antisense transcripts are likely
artifacts as they are deleted from the latest NCBI
website, which not only indicates that mistakes can
easily occur to antisense detection but also emphasizes the importance of checking with the NCBI database once more before initiating a project or submitting
a
manuscript.
Given
the
human
CDK4-and-TSPAN31 relationship as an example: the
first version of their mRNAs in the NCBI did not
show any overlap, the second version showed a
24-nucleotide overlap, and the third (current) version
shows a 517-nucleotide overlap.
http://www.jcancer.org
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Figure 3: Spuriousness caused by endogenous random primers (ERPs): When an antisense is expressed and partly overlaps (blue area) with the sense transcript at
either the 5’-end (top panel) or the 3’-end (bottom panel), ERPs (short red arrows) will prime both RNA transcripts in an RT. If the two oppositely-oriented RNAs
overlap at the 3’-end, each RNA can serve as an endogenous primer to convert the opposite RNA strand to cDNA during RT, resulting in an artificial “full-length”
cDNA of either gene, similar to the result from an RT using poly-dT primer. When the two RNAs overlap at the 5’-end, the same “full-length” cDNA will still be made
if PCR ensues. RT with a gene-specific primer (green or purple arrow), usually 5’-tagged, can still specifically convert the targeted RNA transcript to cDNA. However,
the oppositely-oriented transcript, along with numerous other RNA transcripts expressed in the cells, will also be converted to cDNA simultaneously, due to the
ERP-primed RT reaction.

Figure 4: Illustrations of exon-intron organization and sense-antisense relationship of some genes copied from the current or a previous version of the GenBank
database of the NCBI. A: TSPAN31 and CDK4, two different oncogenes, are encoded by the two opposite strands of the DNA double helix. Their mRNAs overlap at
the 3’ end. B: The DNA strand opposite to the TTN (Titin) coding one not only produces two TTN antisenses (NR_038271.1 and NR_038272.1) but also harbors two
unannotated genes (LOC102724244 and LOC101927055), each encoding an RNA as well. C: The GAPDH gene has two mRNA variants (NM-002046.4) and
NM_001256799.1). In a previous version of the NCBI, the opposite DNA strand was shown to encode two protein-coding mRNAs (XM_003846262.1 and
XM_003846261.1), and some of their exons were identical to the two GAPDH mRNAs except for their opposite orientation. D: Also in a previous version of the
NCBI, the DNA strand opposite to the CCND1-coding one was shown to harbor an unannotated gene (LOC100996515) that coded for an mRNA
(XM_003846436.1). The antisense mRNAs of the GAPDH and the CCND1 have been deleted from the latest NCBI database. (By the NCBI’s annotation, “NM”, “XM”
and “NR” indicate mRNA, predicted mRNA, and noncoding RNA, respectively.)

Conclusion
The swift spread of RNA-seq technology and
associated bioinformatics has led to identification of
tens of thousands of putative chimeric RNAs in human, mainly cancerous, cells. Since most of the re-

ported chimeras are derived from two neighboring
genes in the same chromosomal region, we redefine
“two neighboring genes” as those producing two individual transcripts whereas those together producing only one transcript are redefined as an unannohttp://www.jcancer.org
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tated gene. There are only two known mechanisms for
chimeric RNA formation, i.e. trans-splicing of two
RNA molecules or transcription from a fusion gene
that is formed due to chromosomal translocation, deletion or amplification occurring mainly in cancers
and genetic diseases. Because there have only been
about 1,000 known fusion genes documented in the
literature [20], we surmise that the vast majority of the
reported chimeras are either trans-splicing products
or technical artifacts. Most of those reported RNA
chimeras that are derived from neighboring genes are
described to result from “read-through” transcription
[58-63]. Therefore, we further infer that trans-splicing
events are rare in human cells as thought previously,
meaning that most of the reported chimeras either are
technical artifacts, i.e. non-existing, or are cis-splicing
products of unannotated genes that should not be
classified as chimeric RNAs by our definition. We
further propose a “consecutive RTs” hypothesis for
how most spurious chimeric RNAs, especially those

containing a SHS that is actually seen in most putative
chimeras, may be generated during RT reactions, especially in RNA-seq wherein RNAs are fragmented.
Our definition and stratification of authentic and unauthentic chimeras as well as their relationship to
chromosomal DNA are summarized in table 1, along
with our conjecture, which awaits experimental verification, on the portion occupied by each subgroup in
all (both authentic and unauthentic) the reported
chimeras. We hope our definition and classification
help in clearance of some confusions in chimeric RNA
research. We also want to point out that RNA samples
contain a huge amount of RNA shreds and probably
also short single-stranded DNA oligos that can serve
as ERPs for RT and ensuing PCR to create various
technical artifacts. Therefore, there basically is no such
thing called “gene-specific primer” or “strand-specific
primer” in RT-PCR based RNA cloning or sequencing.

Table 1: Definition and classification of chimeric RNAs in human cells
Transcript
Artifact
Authentic

Genomic DNA
None
Intrachromosomal
Fusion gene
Interchromosomal

Number of precursor transcript
No true precursor, fake by RT or PCR
True adjacent genes (two transcripts)
Unannotated gene (one transcript)
One transcript
Two transcripts

Chimera
Artifact
Authentic
Unauthentic
Authentic
Authentic

Frequency
Majority
Rare
Frequent
Frequent
Rare

Note: "Frequency" indicates the estimated portion occupied by the subgroup with all putative chimeras, all intrachromosomal transcripts, or all authentic chimeras as the
whole. The vast majority of all putative chimeras are artifacts whereas the vast majority of authentic chimeras are derived from fusion genes. In most cases, one fusion gene is
on a single chromosome that has an alteration (translocation, deletion or amplification), and thus its transcript still belongs to the "intrachromosomal" group.
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